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Introduction. Although the asymptotic properties of solutions of dif-

ferential equations have been intensively studied, the corresponding ques-

tion for integral equations seems to have been neglected. This is surprising

because most investigations of the asymptotic behavior of solutions of dif-

ferential equations begin by converting the differential equation into an

integral equation (with a special kernel).

In this paper we obtain an asymptotic series for the solution of the system

of Volterra integral equations

(1)

n y» X

«i(x, y, X) = Z A I    Kij(x, t, \)uj(t, y, \)dt + fi(x, y, X).
j'-i    J v

The kernels A,-, and functions/¿ are assumed to have asymptotic expansions

of the form

Ku(x, y, X) = K\i(x, y) + k)í(x, y)/\ +■■• ,

M*, y, X) = fi(x, y) + f\(x, y)/\ +■■■ ,

valid in certain regions of the complex X-plane. Our fundamental assumption

is that the characteristic roots of the matrix (K%(x, x)) are distinct and dif-

ferent from 0 for all values of x in the closed interval [a, ß].

Consider the special case of a single differential equation

d
— u(x, X) = \K(x)u(x, X) + f(x).
dx

This has as solution

u(x, X) = u(a) exp (x f   K(s)ds\ + J    exp (\ j    K(s)ds\f(t)dt.

If K(x) 9i0 in [a, ß] we may integrate by parts to obtain the series

u(x,\) = exp(\f   K(s)ds\F°+Fi/\+ ■ ■ ■)+g1(x)/*+ • • • +r(x, X)/X\

where   F« = u(a),   P-=f(ct)/K(a),  gl(x) = -f(x)/K(x), and  r(x, X) =fl exp
(KffK(s)ds)h(t)dt, where h is continuous if A and / are of class Ck. If K(x) is
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negative in [a, ß] the remainder r(x, X)/X* is in absolute value not greater

than const./|X| * for all x in [a, ß] and all X in the right half-plane. In the

case of a system of n linear differential equations

d A
— Ui(x, X) = 2_, XKij(x, X)m,(x, X) + fi(x, X)
ax ,--i

one could apply Birkhoff's results (see [l, pp. 71-87])(') on the behavior of

solutions of the homogeneous system and integration by parts to obtain an

asymptotic series of the form

(\f\i(s)ds^(F\Ui(x, X) = exp ( X I    yi(s)ds ) (Fa + Fn/\ +•••) +

Yx f yn(s)ds\
0

+ exp ( X I   yn(s)ds ) (Fin + Fin/\ +

+ gi(x)/X + g2(x)/\2+--- ,

where the 7¿(x) are the characteristic roots of the matrix (X^(x)). This is

exactly the type of expansion we obtain in the more general case (1). Thus

the solutions of Volterra equations exhibit no new features in asymptotic be-

havior as compared with solutions of differential equations. The only dif-

ference is in the law of formation of the coefficients F¿, gf. In the case of

integral equations the F¿ are functions of x and y determined by solving first

order linear differential equations and the gf are determined by solving

systems of Volterra equations of  the first kind with  the kernel  matrix

(*?,(*, y)).
In §2 we derive the formal series solutions of (1). The asymptotic char-

acter of this formal series is investigated in §3. We do not make use of Birk-

hoff's theorem in this analysis. §4 is concerned with cases in which certain

terms of the expansion vanish. For example when /,•(*, y, \)=Ka(x, y, X)

the solution of (1) is the/th column of the resolvent matrix. In this case the

terms g\ are identically 0, and necessary and sufficient conditions for higher

order terms to vanish are derived. In §5 we apply our results to integro-

differential equations and also investigate the approach of the solution of

the equation

(2) e(x) = X I    r(x, t)8(t)dt + \p(x)
of a

to the solution of the equation of the first kind

(3) 0 = f   T(x, t)6(t)dt + p(x),

(') Numbers in brackets refer to the references cited at the end of the paper.
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under the assumption that the kernel Y has a definite order. It turns out

that the solution of (2) can approach the solution of (3) only if the order is

not greater than 2.

It is believed that most of the results are new even in the case « = 1, and

An and/i independent of X. Volterra [6, pp. 241-243] derived what amounts

to the first two terms of the expansion in this case, with real-valued functions

and X approaching infinity along the real axis. Peres [4, pp. 26-30] gave

another proof of Volterra's results based on the theory of functions of com-

position. Trjitzinsky [5, pp. 40-44] obtained a bound for the solution of the

integro-differential equation considered in §5 in the case where the character-

istic roots of the differential operator are not assumed distinct.

This paper constitutes a generalization of my Ph.D. thesis written at the

University of California, and I wish to acknowledge helpful suggestions of

Professor G. C. Evans in the course of that study.

1. Notation and definitions. We shall use the following definitions and

conventions.

Definition 1.1. Let T be the set of points (x, y) such that a^y^x^ß,

and let I he the interval ct^x^ß. Here a and ß are finite.

Definition 1.2. A function on T (or 7) is said to be of class C if its

derivatives of order p are continuous on T (or I), p^O.

We shall be concerned with functions on T or I which carry points into

complex-valued matrices, vectors, or numbers. To distinguish between the

three types of functions we shall use Italic capitals, Italic lower case, and

Greek letters respectively. The order of the matrices and vectors is fixed

throughout and we denote it by n. The case n = 1 is not excluded, and in this

case all statements about non-diagonal terms, and so on, are to be disregarded.

All summations in which no limits appear for the summation index shall run

from 1 to n. ThusZ<n*<am = ai+ ■ • • +a,-i4-a.+i+ • • ■ +an-

The i, j element of A(x) is denoted by A(x)a or Aa(x). Similarlv e,(x)

or e(x)i is used to denote the ith component of e(x). Occasionally we shall

use (r¡a(x)) to denote the matrix whose i,j element is i¡a(x).

Definition 1.3. If A and B are matrix functions on T then AB is the

matrix function on Tsuch that AB(x, y) =A(x,y)B(x,y), the ordinary matrix

product. If A and B are on I, AB is defined in a similar way.

Definition 1.4. If A is a matrix function and m is a vector function, then

Au is the vector function such that Au(x, y) =A(x, y)u(x, y). The right side

is a vector whose ith component is ^¡An(x, y)u¡(x, y).

Definition 1.5. If A and B are continuous on T, then A * B is the matrix

function on T such that A * B(x, y) =f¡A (x, t)B(t, y)dt. This Volterra product

is associative. We define A1* = A, and Ap* = A *^4<p-"* for p^2.

Definition 1.6. If A and u are continuous on T, then A * u is the vector

function on T such that A * u(x, y) =flA(x, t)u(t, y)dt. We have A * (B * u)

= (A *B) *u.
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We shall use the notation DiA or DiA to denote the matrix function

whose value at the point (x, y) is the derivative of A with respect to its first or

second variable at the point (x, y). A similar notation is used for derivatives

of vector functions and ordinary functions. For example if y(x, y) =x2+xy3,

then Diy(t, x) = 2i+x3.

We now summarize the. basic part of the theory of systems of Volterra

integral equations. The proofs may be found for example in [2].

Let F(x, y, X) be defined for (x, y) in T and X in some set Z in the complex

plane, and suppose F is continuous on T for each X in Z. Then the series

Ej-i Xi_1F'*(x, y, X) converges uniformly in T for each X in Z. If we let

G(x, y, X) be this sum, then G is continuous on T for each X in Z, and it is

easily seen that G—F=\F *G — \G* F. Using these relations, one can show

that if F is of class Cv on T, then G is also of class C" on T for each X in Z. G is

called the resolvent of F. If / is continuous on I for each X in Z, the solution

of the system u=\F*u+f is given by u=f+\G*f.

Definitions, lemmas, and theorems are numbered consecutively in each

section.

2. Formal developments. Consider the system

(2.1) u(x, y, X) = X f   K(x, t, \)u(t, y, X)dt + f(x, y, X),

in which

K(x, y,\) = T, X-'KKx, y) + X-fc-'TTtx, y, X),

/(*, y, x) = E x-'/K*, y) + x-*-V(*, y, x)
i-0

for (x, y) in T and X in a certain unbounded set Z of the complex plane. The

existence of bounds for K' and /' is not needed in this section. We assume

Kl and/*' are of class C^1-' on T, O^i^k, and that for each X in Z, K' and

/' are continuous on T. Also we suppose that the characteristic roots

7i(x), • • • , 7„(x) of K°(x, x) are distinct and different from 0 for each x in I.

Finally we assume k ^ 1 in the sense that although K1, • • ■ , Kk and K'

may be identically zero, we wish K° to be at least of class C2.

Let C(x) be a matrix whose pth column cp(x) is a characteristic vector

corresponding to yP(x). The y¡ are of class Ck+1 and it is easy to show that

we may take C to be of class Ck+1. The vectors cp(x) are linearly independent

and hence C(x) is nonsingular for each x in I. If we make the change of vari-

able m(x, y, X) = C(x>(x, y, X), and set R*ix, y) = C(x)-1ü:<(x, y)Ciy), R'ix, y,\)

= Cix)-1K'ix,y,\)Ciy),h<ix,y) = Cixyifix, y), h'ix, y,\) = C(x)-1f'(x, y, X),
then (2.1) takes the form
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(2.3) v(x, y, X) = X f   R(x, t, \)v(l, y, \)dt + h(x, y, X)
J  y

where

k

R(x, y, X) = Z X-'Ä'C*. y) + X-'-iA'í*, y, X),

(2.4) •;"

h(x, y, X) = Z X-'Â'X*, y) + \-k~lh'(x, y, X).

By definition of C(x) we have A°(x, x) = C(x)-1K°(x, x)C(x) = (yi(x)5a).

For reference we collect our hypotheses for the system (2.3).

Hypotheses A. (i) A* and ¥ are of class C*-"-', O^i^k, k^l; (ii) R'

and &' are continuous on T for each X in Z; (iii) A°(a;, #) = (ji(x)bij); (iv)

7*0x0^Yj(*) for *£/, Í9íj, l^i^M, 1^/^ra; (v) 7í(#)f£0 for each x in 7,

l^i^n.

Definition 2.1. If R and F are matrix functions on T, we define

A:P(*, t, y)=R(x, t)F(t, y) for a^y^t^xt%ß(2).

Definition 2.2. If G(x, t, y) is defined for ct^y^t^x^ß, we define over

this same range the following functions :

D«(G)(x, z, y) = G(x, z, y),

D\G)(x, z, y) = D(G)(x, z, y) = — [G(x, t, y)R°(t, *)-i]_„
dt

D»(G)(x, z, y) = D(D"~1(G))(x, z, y), p ^ 2.

The operator D is not to be confused with the differentiation operators

Di, D2 defined in §1. For future reference we calculate the diagonal terms

of D(R":F)(x, x, y). These are given by

[D(Ro-.F)(x, x, y)]u - Z — [*'-(*' ^-'C- y)/7<(0]i-.
m      Of

= Z *!«(*, x) \DiFmi(x, y)/yi(x)
m L

(2-S) d -i
-—y#(*)l?»<(*, y)/7<(*)*

aa; J

+ Z Fmi(x, y)D2Rim(x, x)/yi(x)

(*) If / is a vector function, i?:/ is defined in the same way.
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d
= DiF«(x, y) - — yi(x)Fii(x, y)/y,(x)

dx

+ ^2Fmi(x, y)D2Rim(x, x)/yi(x)
m

= DiFu(x, y) + Fu(x) I - — yi(x) + D2Ra(x, x)\ /yi(x)
. L     dx J

+ E Pmi(x, y)D2Rim(x, x)/yi(x)
my¿i

= DiFu(x, y) — Fu(x, y)DiRu(x, x)/y,(x)

+ ^Fmi(x, y)D2Rim(x, x)/yi(x).
mo*i

In the last step we have used the fact that DiR^(x, x) +D2R^(x, x) =dy((x)/dx.

Definition 2.3. e(x, y) is the vector such that e,(x, y) = exp (\fyyi(s)ds).

Lemma 2.4. // R and F are of class Cr on T, r ¡£l, then

X ÇXR(x, t)F(t, y)e(t, y)dt = E (- l)'X-'[7J»(ic:F)(x, t, y)R°(t, 1)^(1, y)]ty
of   y j=0

+ (- l)«X-<-" f   D*(R:F)(x, t, y)e(t, y)dt.
J   y

Proof. Obviously Die(x, y)=X7?°(x, x)e(x, y). Integration by parts gives

\f   R(x, t)F(t, y)e(t, y)dt = [R(x, t)F(t, y)R°(t, f)-+e(t, y)j£

- f— [R(x, t)F(t, y)R»(t, O"1]««, y)dt
J   y       at

= [D«(R:F)(x, t, y)R°(t, t)-h(t, y)]t*v

- f   D^R-.FXx, t, y)e(t, y)dt.
J  y

Applying this process r—l more times, we obtain our result.

Lemma 2.5. If a is of class CT, l^r-¿k + l, and if a(y, y)=0, then the

system

(2.6) fXRo(x,t)g(t,y)dt=a(x,y)
J  y

has a unique solution g of class C*-1.

Proof. The system (2.6) with a(y, y)=0 is equivalent to the system
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Ro(x, x)g(x, y)+ f   DiR°(x, t)g(t, y)dt = Dxa(x, y),

which has the solution g(x, y)=b(x, y)+f%S(x, t, l)b(t, y)dt, where b(x, y)

= R°(x, x)~lDia(x, y) and S is the resolvent of the kernel whose value at (x, y)

is R°(x, x^WiR^x, y). But S is of class C* (see §1), while b is of class C~l.

Theorem 2.6.   Under Hypotheses A, there exist functions Fq and gq of

class Ck+l~" on T such that if we make the change of variable

*-i ¡t

(2.7)     v(x, y, X) = Z X-<P'(*, y)e(x, y) + Z X"T(*. y) + *-kw(x, y, X),.
8-0 «-1

then (2.3) takes the form

w(x, y,\) =\f   R(x, t, X)w(t, y, \)dt + b\x, y) + d(x, y, X)/X

(2.8)

where

+ f  D(x, t, y, \)e(t, y)dt + m(x, y, X),
J y

(2.9) b°(x, y) = h"(x, y) - g"(x, y) + Z I    RM~'(x, t)g»(t, y)dt
p-lJ y

- Z Z (-iy-'[Dk->(R>-KF*)(x,y,y)]R<>(y,y)-le(y,y),

d(x, y, X) = h'(x, y, X) + ¿ X-«»"» f * R'(x, t, \)g*(t, y)dt

(2.10)

+   Z    Z *k+2-' f'*-'(*, 0«p(*. y)*.
= fc+2   j>=«-

D(x, t, y, X) = R'(x, t, X)J>-»**(*, y)
p—0

(2.11) + Z   i^+1-*ii,/Wj)

it     *
+ Z Z (-l)k+1-D*+1-(R-':F*)(x, t, y),

J—o p-0

(2.12) m<(x, y, X) = Z*xp(x f   yÂs)ds)<bn(x, y),
i*i \    J y /

(2.13) 4ii(x, y) = tAVT'Z Z (-íy~'[Dk~'(R'-":F")(x, x, y)]if.
<—0 p—0
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The F9 and g9 are independent of k and X, and are determined from equations

(2.18a), (2.18b), and (2.18c) (see part 2 of the proof).

Proof. In order to simplify the manipulations, we define Fh(x, y) =g°(x, y)

= 0. The proof is divided into three parts.

Part 1. If F" and g" are functions on T of class C*+1~5, 0^q^k — l, then

under the substitution (2.7), (2.3) takes the form

k k

E X-*F«(x, y)e(x, y)+ E ^"qgq(x, y)+\-kw(x, y, X)
a—o ï-o

/» x k
R(x, t, X)w(t, y, \)dt+ EX-SÄ5(*> y)

V ï-0

fc— 1 <7+l    /» x k       /» x

(2.14)    + E *-3E I   7?9+1-p(s, 0gp«, y)dt+\-kY, I  tí^-^x,/)g"0, y)#
3=0 P=0of  y ^=1"   1/

+ E ^'E Ê (-l)9-s[^-'(i?-":Fp)(x, *, y)R°(t, t)^e(i, y)]tl
9=0 s=0 j>=0

+ X-(fc+1)¿(x, y, X) + X-* i*   Z>(x, f, y, X)e(í, y)d¿.

Proof. If we substitute (2.7) in (2.3) the left side becomes the left side

of (2.14), while the right side becomes

x Çx Ex^jí'íx.oE^^C- y>it, y)dt

/> x k
R'(x, t,\)^£\~'F'(t, y)e(t, y)df

y p_0V

(2.15)     +\fX fi X-'7?'(x, t) E *-pgp(t, y)dt
of y      T=.0 Jl=0V=

k
/i x kR'(x,t,\)Y.^vgv(hy)dt

y p-0

+ X f  X~kR(x, t, \)w(t, y, \)dt + E X-«A«(*, y) + \-<k+"h'(x, y, X).
of  y 5_0

Now for any sum we have by diagonal summation

k k       » ik k

/ .   °trP  ==    / .   /  . Ci»—p,p     1       x   . / .   CXj—p.p.

r,p=0 *=0 p=0 i=k+l   p=a—&

Hence the first line of (2.15) is equal to
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k       t /. x

Z Z X I    \-R-*:F>(x, t, y)e(t, y)dt

(2.16)     '"0P=0       "v ' ïk k pX

+  Z     Z X1- j    R->:F'(x, t, y)e(t, y)dt.

Similarly the third line of (2.15) is equal to

h       s *% x

ZZXI    \-R-p:g"(x,t,y)dt

(2.17)v ' 2k k ~x

+ Z    Z X1- I    R*-*:g'(x, t, y)dt.
s-*k+l   p=a—fc *  y

The second line of (2.15) goes into the term involving D of (2.14) (see (2.11)).

The fourth line and the last term go into the term involving d (see (2.10)).

The rest of the last line appears in the first two terms on the right of (2.14).

Since g° = 0, we may write (2.17) in the form (using a change of index

g = 5-l)
A:—1 q+l n x k /* x

ZÉX-«       R"+l-":gy(x, l, y)dt + Z X"4 I    Rh+1-":g'(x, t, y)dt

(2.17a)

+  Z     Z X*- f   R—:g*(x,t,y)dt.
B=k+2   p=s— k J y

The first line of (2.17a) is the second line of the right side of (2.14), and the

the second line of (2.17a) completes the term involving d in (2.14).

The second line of (2.16) goes into the term involving D. If we apply

Lemma 2.4 with r = k + l— s, the first line of (2.16) becomes

Z Z Z ~^~ [D'(R~':F*)(x, t, y)R°(t, t)^e(t, y)]tl
,_0 p=0 J=0       X*   '

(2.16a)
v ' k       s       (_J\fc+1-«    /. x

+ Z Z -¿¡- I    D™-(R->:F')(x, t, y)e(t, y)dt.
J=0    P=0 X J   y

The second line of (2.16a) completes the term involving D. If we make a

change of index q = s +j, and interchange the q and p summations, the first line

of (2.16a) becomes

Z Z Z ^—^ [D*-(R->:F*)(x, t, y)R°(t, t)->e(t, y)]tXy.
«—o «-« p-o       X5

If we now interchange the q and s summations we obtain the third line on the

right in (2.14).
Part 2. There exist unique functions F", gq+l such that for O^q^k — 1 we
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have:

(2.18a)   F9(x, y) = Ü (-l)q-'D9-(R'-":F")(x, x, y)Ä°(x, x)~l,
•—0 p—0

(2.18b)   g"(y, y) = - F"(y, y)e(y, y) + h9(y, y),

q+1    /» x

g*(x, y) = E I    Rq+l~p(x, t)g"(t, y)dt + h9(x, y)

(2.18c) ~Jq\

-Ü (-l)q~'D9~'(R-p:Fp)(x, y, y)R°(y, y^Hy, y),

(2.18d) F" is of class C+1-9,

(2.18e) g9+1 is of class Ck~9,

(2.18f)     (2.18a) holds for diagonal elements when q= k. (Remember F k(x, y)=0.)

Proof. For g>0, (2.18a) may be written as

F"(x, y)R°(x, x) - R0(x, x)F9(x, y)

(2.18a') «zi f,1   '
= E Rq-pix, x)F'(x, y) + J2H (-l)9~'D9-°(R-»:F>>)(x, x, y).

p=0 «=0 p=0

The i,j element on the left is [t,(x) — 7<(x)]F§(x, y). Hence (2.18a) does not

involve the diagonal elements of F9.

Let 'Pm be the proposition: There exist unique functions F™ and gm such

that (2.18b), (2.18c), (2.18d), and (2.18e) hold for q = m, while (2.18a) holds
for nondiagonal elements when q = m, apd for diagonal elements when

q = m + l.

We first prove fV For q = 0, (2.18a) becomes

(2.19) F°(x, y) = R°(x, x)Fa(x, y)R°(x, x)~\

or F%(x, y) =7¿(x)F¿(x, y)/7,-(x). This requires that we define

(2.20) F.^x, y) = 0 for * i* j.

For g = l, (2.18a') gives

F^x, y)R°(x, x) - Ro(x, x)F1(x, y) = £»(*, x)F°(x, y) - D(RB:F°)(x, x, y).

For diagonal elements, the left side is 0 and we obtain the equation

[D(R°:F°)(x, x, y)]„ = DiFl(x, y)-— F^x, y)DiR«(x, x)
(2.21) 7,(x)

= Ru(x, x)Fa(x, y),

where (2.5) and (2.20) have been used.
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For g = 0, (2.18b) reads

(2.22) - g°(y, y) = 0 = - F°(y, y)e(y, y) + h»(y, y),

that is,

(2-23) h-(y, y) = Fii(y, y),

since e,(y, y) = 1 and F° is a diagonal matrix. Equations (2.21) and (2.23) de-

termine Fm(x, y) uniquely and F<° is of class Ck+1 since R° and h° are of class

Ck+1, and R1 is of class Ck.

Finally (2.18c) for g = 0 gives

gotXi y) = o =  f   R°(x, W(f, y)dt
of V(2.24)

- R°(x, y)F<>(y, y)R"(y, yY^y, y) + h"(x, y).

By Lemma 2.5 this has a solution only if 0= — R"(y, y) F°(y, y)R°(y, y)~1e(y, y)

+h°(y, y). This is satisfied because of (2.19) and (2.22). Also g1 is of class C*

by Lemma 2.5 since h°, F°, and R° are of class Ck+1.

Now let r be an integer such that 1 i¿r £=& — 1 and suppose Fm is true for

O^m^r-1. We shall show <Pr is also true. For q = r, (2.18a') gives

Fr(x, y)R°(x, x) - R°(x, x)Fr(x, y)

r~l r-1     «

(2.25) = E RT'vix, x)F»(x, y) + T,T, (-iy-'D'-'(R>-»:Fr)(x, x, y).
p— 0 «—0 p—0

The i, j element on the left is [yj(x)— 7<(x)]Fy(x, y). Hence for ij^j, F'v is

uniquely determined by (2.25). By the induction hypothesis the first sum on

the right of (2.25) is of class Ck+1~T, while each term in the second sum on the

right is of class Ck+1~^(r~'i = C*+1_r. Hence FJ, is of class Ck+1-r for tVj.

Forg = r+l, (2.18a') gives

F"-*(x, y)R°(x, x) - R"(x, x)Fr+1(x, y)

t r      ê

-* J^R^^x, x)F»(x, y) + 'EH (-l)r+1-D*+1-(R'->>:F>')(x, x, y).
p=0 i~0 p—0

Equating diagonal elements, we obtain

0 = T ¿ R^-^x, x)F"(x, y)l
L  p— 0 Jit

+ [ E Ê (-iy+1-Dr+1-'(R'-KF")(x, x, y)]
L >—o p—o J«

- [" E D(R^>:F')(x, x, y)l  .
L p—o J,,
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Upon collecting the terms involving Fr, this becomes

[D(R-.F*)(x, x, y)]a - [R}(x, x)F'(x, y)]ti

- i Z ***-»(*, *)F'(x, y)l   - r Z /?(A'-":P")(x, x, y)l
(2.26) L p-o J«      L p-o J«

+ [ Z Z (-l)^l-D^~'(R'-":FP)(x, x, y)l  .

By (2.5) the left side is

D]Fru(x, y)-—Fu(x, y)DiRu(x, x) - P<,(*, y)Ru(x, x)
y,(x)

(2.27)

+ Z*■"••(*. y) ——- zvcLfa. x) - Rim(x, x) \.
m,ii Lyi(x) J

The right side of (2.26) involves previously determined functions only.

By (2.18b), for q = r,

(2.28) gr(y, y) = - F'(y, y)e(y, y) + h'(y, y),

that is,

(2.29) gri(y, y) = - I>L(y, y) + ¿(y, y).

m

Since gr and the non-diagonal elements of Fr have already been determined,

(2.26), (2.27), and (2.29) determine Fru. It is of class C*+1~r since all the co-

efficients in (2.26) are of class Ck~r, and h' is of class Ck+l~r.

Finally by (2.18c) for q = r, we have

r+l    /.i

gT(x, y) = Z I    R^-^x, t)g'(t, y)dt + hr(x, y)

(2.30)
r       *

- Z Z (-iy-'D—(R-p-.F')(x, y, y)R0(y, y)~h(y, y).
j—o p—o

By Lemma 2.5 this will determine gr+1 provided that

gr(y, y) = hT(y, y)

(2.31) '    '
- Z Z (-l)^'D—(R-".F')(y, y, y)R"(y, y)-'e(y, y).

s=0 p=0

By (2.18a) for q = r, (2.31) reduces to gr(y, y)=hr(y, y) — Fr(y, y)e(y, y),

which is precisely (2.28). Now fxvRr-"-p(x, t)gv(t, y)dt is of class C*+1_r

for l^p^r and vanishes identically for p = 0 since g°=0. Also hr and

D'-'(R'-r>:F'), 0^p^si%r, are of class C*+1~r. Hence gT+1 is of class C*~r.
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By induction we have established the validity of fPo, • • • , cPk-u This

proves that (2.18a) holds for nondiagonal elements when O^q^k — 1 and

for diagonal elements when l^q^k. Also (2.18a) holds for diagonal ele-

ments when g = 0 by (2.20). The rest of part 2 also follows from fo, ■ • • , iP*-i.

Part 3. Using the F", g9+1 of part 2, equation (2.3) takes the form (2.8)

under the substitution (2.7).

Proof. By part 1, (2.3) takes the form (2.14). By (2.18a) and (2.18c) the

coefficients of X_í, 0¿q^k — 1, cancel (with the exception of the first term

on the right). If we multiply both sides of what remains by X* and use (2.9),

we obtain (2.8) with

k       t

«(*. y, a) = 1211 (-l)k-'Dk-'(R'-':F')(x, x, y)7c°(x, x)~le(x, y).
s—0 p=0

We have only to  prove   (2.12).  By (2.18f),  since F* = 0 and  R"(x, x)_1

= (7,W-,5o),
k       ■

E E i-i)t~,[D*-(R-':F')(x, x, y)]a = 0.
3=0 p=Q

Hence

[k        s

E E (-i)i-Dt-(R-':F>)(x, x, y)R0(x, x)~h(x, y)
3=0 p—0

=   E Ê (-1)*-' E { [D'—(R-':FP)(x, x, y)]irti(x)-*
«—0 p—0 jo* i    V

= E *«(*, y) exp (x |   7,(0^),

by (2.13).
3. The asymptotic behavior. In this section we shall assume that the ex-

pressions (2.2) and (2.4) are asymptotic expressions, that is, that there exist

bounds for K' and /', and hence for R' and h' on the set (x, y, X) for which

(x, y) E T,\EZ. We shall show that these assumptions lead to bounds for the

remainder w in the expansion for v given by Theorem 2.6.

First we define the set Z.

Definition 3.1. Let Z be the set of points X in the complex plane such

that

(3.1) *l(A7i(*)) è *l(X7d>)). * = 2, •• • ,«;xG7(3).

•exp |

(*) f\(a) denotes the real part of a.
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If the 7¿ are constants there will be an ordering of the y i for which Z is

not empty. Hence, since the y i are continuous, there will be such an ordering

provided / is sufficiently short. This ordering is held fixed throughout this

section. It is easy to prove that Z is a closed sector (which may degenerate to

a ray) with vertex at the origin.

Definition 3.2. Let Zi be the subsector of Z in which %f\yi(x)) ^0 for

all x in I, and let Z2 he the subsector in which %(\yi(x)) ^0 for all x in /.

Definition 3.3. Let T5,- be the set of points (x, y, X) for which (x, y)ET,

XEZi, i = 1,2.
Definition 3.4. If A is a function with domain r62, we shall denote by

F the function on 152 such that F(x, y, ~S.)=ei(x, y)~1F(x, y, X). A similar

convention will be used for vector functions.

If A is the resolvent of F, then it is easily seen that A will be the resolvent

of F. Another useful identity is F*G=F*G.

Before finding bounds for w, we establish a few lemmas. We begin by

considering the system

(3.2) w(x, y, X) = A f   R(x, t, \)w(t, y, \)dt + b(x, y, X),
J y

in which R and b are not necessarily the same functions considered in §2.

Let A0 be a continuous function satisfying (iii), (iv), and (v) of Hypotheses A,

and let G(x, y)=R°(y, y). Evidently

c.%, „ . (*£>-( f %,(,)*)'.,,).

If His the resolvent of G, it follows that H(x, y, X) = (Yt(y)e.(ie, y)5tJ). Let

M(x, y, X) ={f   ei(x, t)DiR°ii(t, y)dt\

N = M + (R- R°)+ XA* (R - R°),

and let 5 be the resolvent of N.

Lemma 3.5. 7/ R" is of class C and if R and b are continuous on T for each

X in Z, then the solution of (3.2) may be written in the form w = p+\S*p,

where p = b+\H*b. Also w = p+\S * p.

Proof. Let L(x, y) =R°(x, y)-R°(y, y), and let B =\(R-R°). Then (3.2)

may be written in the form

w — XG * w = XL * w + B* w + b.

Using the fact that H is the resolvent of G, we have

w = \L* w + B* w + b + \2H*L* w + \H* B* w + \H* b.
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But

X[H*L(x, y)]ij = X J    yi(t)ei(x, t)Lu(t, y)dt

= - [Lii(t, y)ei(x, t)]l+ j    ei(x; t)DiLu(t, y)dt
J y

= — Lij(x, y) + Mij(x, y, X),

since L(y, y) =0, D-,L(t, y) =DiR°(t, y). Hence by definition of p, B, and N,

w = XL* w + B* w + b — XL* w + \M* w + \H* B*w + \H*b = p + XA7* w.

From this it follows that w = p+\N *w. Since S and 5 are the resolvents of

N and N respectively, the proof of Lemma 3.5 is complete.

For the next two lemmas we make the following hypotheses about the

functions in (3.2) :

R(x, y, X) = R°(x, y) + R^x, y)/X + W(x, y, X)/X2,

b(x, y, X) = b°(x, y) + d(x, y, X)/X,

where R° is of class C2, R1 and b° are of class C1, and W and d are continuous

on T for each X in Z. As always R"(x, x) = (7.(x)ô,v).

Lemma 3.6. // W is bounded in <Gi, then \S is bounded in 15i. // W is

bounded in 152, then \S is bounded in 152.

Proof. Integrating by parts, we have

Mii(x,y, X) =  I    e,(x, £)DiR¡,it, y)dt
J  y

lo lo
(3.3) =-—-DiRii(y, y)ei(x, t) - -—— DiRti(x, y)

Xy¡(y) Xy¿(x)

i rx        sr  i        o      i

Since íR.(X7,(x)) ̂ ^(Xy^x)) á0, it follows that \M is bounded in 13i. Integra-

tion by parts also shows that \H*Rl is bounded. The boundedness of W im-

plies the boundedness of \(R-R°) =i?1+IFA and of H* W. Hence \N is

bounded in 'S». If we let ijbea bound for XiV, we have

| Na(x, y, X) | ^ E I     I Xim(x, t, \)Nmj(t, y, X) | dt
m   of y

fx    I2             nn2(x - y)
=  Z-,  I     "i-i— dt — -r—r- •

m    o> y A A
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By induction,

i    r* ,      nr~xrf(x — y)'~x

1 Nii{X' * X) ' =      |xKr-l)!      •

Hence | £<.,■(*, y, X)| g 77 exp (nrj (x— y))/|X| ^const./|x|.

The proof of the boundedness of XA in T32 proceeds as before. We have

only to divide through by ei(x, y) after integrating by parts. The boundedness

of XS follows as before.

Lemma 3.7. If W and d are bounded in T3i, then w is bounded in T5i. If
W and d are bounded in 132, then w is bounded in T52.

Proof. Using the notation of Lemma 3.5, we have in this case

p,(x, v, X) = bi(x, y) + di(x, y, X)/X

(3.4)

/>  X

yi(t)ei(x, t)[bi(t, y) + dt(t, y, \)/\]dt.

Integration by parts shows that the third term is bounded in T5i, and hence p

is bounded in T3j. Using Lemma 3.6, it follows that \S* p is bounded. Hence

w = p+\S*p is bounded in T5i. The proof of the second statement is similar.

Lemma 3.8. Retaining the hypotheses on R of Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 suppose

that

bi(x, y, X) = Z &i(*. y)e»(*. y).

where <f>a is of class C1. Then if W is bounded in 15i, w is bounded in T5i. If
W is bounded in T52, w is bounded in 132.

Proof. In this case

pi(x, y, X) = Z  *••/(*, y)e¡(x, y) + X I    yi(t)ei(x, t)4>u(t, y)e,(/, y)dt .
jVi L J y J

Now the second term in brackets is equal to

\ei(x, y) I    yi(t)4>a(t, y)e¡(t, y)et(t, y)~Ht
J  y

,, .. ,    , PnM+utt. y)«K«. y)«<(*. y)-1T

<3-5> -*(*'4—^r^j—J.
" d ryi(t)<bii(t, y).    , r* d r>«)</>.-,(¿, y) i       ,

J„ at \_y,(t) - yi(t)J
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Hence

(3.6)

w        ^     yrr/yÁx)Piiix,y)\ ( yi(y)Pa(y, y)\
Mx' y'X) = UL(x)-yi(x))e^ y) - \yi(y)--,(y))ei{x' y)

çx d r yi(t)Pa(t, y) ~\   .
~ I   ^7 ~~m-7fV e*x't)eÁt' y)dL

J y  dt 1.7/00 - 7<(0 J

This shows that p is bounded in T3i, and hence, as in Lemma 3.7, w is bounded

in 13i. Also it is evident from (3.6) that p~, and hence w, is bounded in Ts>2.

Theorem 3.9. In the expansion given by Theorem 2.6 for the solution of

(2.3), if R' and h' are bounded in 15i, then w/\ is bounded in T5i. If R' and h'
are bounded in T52, then w/\ is bounded in T32.

Proof. The equation for w is

(x, y,\) =\ f   R(x, t, \)w(t, y, \)dt + b°(x, y) + d(x, y, X)/X

+ I    D(x, t, y, \)e(t, y)dt + m(x, y, X),
of  ,1

w

(3.7)

where ¿>°, d, D, and m are defined in the statement of Theorem 2.6. Now R"

and h" are of class Ck+1~" by Hypotheses A and we have shown that F*

and g9 are of class Ck+1~9. Hence for O^pgsgjfe, ä«-p:F" is of class C*+1_*

and hence Dk-'(R'-p: F") is of class Cl. Also ic*+1-í,:gí,isof class C1 forl^p^k.

Hence b° is of class C1. In the same way one sees that pa is also of class C1

and that for each X in Z, d and D are continuous. Furthermore the hypotheses

on R' and h' assure us that d and D are uniformly bounded. Hence

flD(x, t, y, \)e(t, y)dt is uniformly bounded in 13i. But it does not necessarily

remain bounded when multiplied by X. Hence all we can conclude from

Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 is that w/X is bounded in 13i. The hypotheses on R'

and h' also guarantee that d and ei(x, t)~1D(x, t, y, X) are bounded in 13î.

Hence

ei(x, y)*1 f   D(x, t, y, \)e(t, y)dt
of V

is also uniformly bounded in T52. Applying Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 we obtain our

result.

The above estimates for w can be greatly improved if we restrict X to vary

in the interior of the regions Zu Zi. This will now be shown.

Definition 3.10. Let Z[ be the subsector of Zi in which | ir — arg X7x(x)|

^7r/2- S for all x in /, where S is a small positive constant whose choice

will not be restricted later. Let Z{ be the subsector of Z2 in which | arg X71 (x) |
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1% ir/2 — ô for all x in I. Let 'S,' be the set of points (x, y, X) for which (x, y) E T,

and\EZ'iti = l,2.

Lemma 3.11. Let yp be continuous for each X in Zi and be uniformly bounded

on the set (x, t, y, X) for which a^y^t^xiiß, ^EZ{. Then

X f   1>(x, t, y, \)a(x, t)dt
J V

and

yP(x, t, y, \)ei(t, y)dtf
are uniformly bounded in T5{, l^i^n. A similar statement with e, replaced

by ej1 holds for X in Z2.

Proof. Let n be a bound for yp, and let y be the minimum value of

|y.-(#)| for xEI, i=l, • • • , n. Then y>0 and 1{(\yi(x)) ^ — |XJ*y sin 5 in

T5i'. Hence in T5X

/yp(x, I, y, X)e{(x, t)dt   ^ | X | r¡ I    exp (- | X | y(x — t) sin ô)dt
v J V

1} .    .

^ -—;- [1 — exp (— | X | y(x — y) sin 5]
y sin 5

7 sin 5

The other statements are proved in a similar way.

For the next four lemmas we make the hypothesis that

R(x, y, X) = R\x, y) + W(x, y, X)/X,

where A0 is of class C1, W is continuous on T for each X in Z, W is bounded

in T5í and W is bounded in T52.

Lemma 3.12. Under the above the hypothesis, \S is bounded in T3i' and XS is

bounded in T5/.

Proof. In this case N= M+W/\+H* W. Applying Lemma 3.11 we see

that XA is uniformly bounded in 13i . The boundedness of XS in T5i now fol-

lows by a repetition of the argument in Lemma 3.6. In the same way we

prove that XS is bounded in 152.

Lemma 3.13. Suppose that b(x, y, \)=bl(x, y)+d(x, y, X)/X, where b° is

of class C1 and d is continuous on T for each X in Zi and d is bounded in T5/.

Then
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o.
Wi(x, y, X) = bi(y, y)ei(x, y) + w'(x, y, X)/X,

where w' is bounded in 13/.

Proof. Equation (3.4) and an integration by parts yield

pi(x, y, X) = d(x, y, X)/X + ¿>,(y, y)e,(z, y)

/* X 0

et(x, t)[Dihi(t, y) + yt(í)d(t, y, \)]dt.
y

By Lemma 3.11, \pi(x, y, X) — (¿>?(y, y)et(x, y)\ áli/|x|, where 171 is a con-

stant. Also \b°(y, y)et(x, y)\ iZr]2 exp (—\'h\y(x—y) sin Ô), where rj2 is a

constant and 7= min j 'Vt(jc) |. Hence if v is a bound for XS, we have

/. x Z Sa(x, t, \)pá(t, y, \)dt
v      i

=   Z I     v[vî exp (- | X | y(x - t) sin ô) + m/ | X | ]dt
i  J y

^   V^     T »72 Vi(ß - ct)~\        const.

=  2^, v\ -¡—i-;-1-i—¡-   = —j—¡—
i       L | X | y sin 5 | X |       J (XI

Therefore w = p +XS * p has the stated properties.

The hypothesis on b° can be weakened, but the lemma does not hold if

b° is merely continuous or even absolutely continuous. The analogue. of

Lemma 3.13 for X in Zi is false in general. For example the equation

e(x) = x f [1 - (2/3)(x - ty2]e(t)dt + i
Jo

has the solution 0(x)=exp (\x)[l-Y(3/2)x/\ll2+di(x, X)/X] where 6¡ is

bounded for large positive X.

Lemma 3.14. // b(x, y, 'X)=b'>(x, y)+d(x, y, X)/X, wjiere b° and d are con-

tinuous on T for each X in Zi, while d is uniformly bounded in T5¡¡', then w is

bounded in Ts>i.

Proof. By (3.4),

0 — 1

pi(x, y, X) = bi(x, y)ei(x, y)    + d(x, y, X)/X

+ X T   yi(t)b°i(t, y)ei(x, t)ei(x, t)~\i(t, y)~ldt
J V

/-I -1
yt(t)d(t, y, \)ei(t, y)   et(x, t)ei(x, t)   dt.
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The first two terms on the right are bounded in 152', while the third term is

bounded by Lemma 3.11. The last term is bounded because the integrand is

bounded. Hence by Lemma 3.12, iii = p+\S * p is bounded in IBs.

Lemma 3.15. Let bi(x, y, X) = E;*< #«(#, y)*y(#» y), where </>,-, is of class C1.
Then

Wi(x, y,X) = 52     , *'    —rr I7í(y)e¿(x, y) - 7<(y)e<(*, y)] + w¡(x, y, X)/X,
frri T;(y) - 7<(y)

where w' is bounded in T5{. Also w is bounded in Ts¡2.

Proof. In this case p is given by (3.6). By Lemma 3.11 there exist con-

stants rji and r¡2 such that

I Piix, y, X) | g ni/ I X | + Tía exp (- | X | 7(x - y) sin 5)

in 15/. Hence as in Lemma 3.13, \\S*p(x, y, X)j| ^const./|X| in IdÍ. We

have only to show that

r yj(x)Pa(x, y)     yj(y)Pa(y, y)l
X-—■-e¡(x, y)

Lyi(x) - yt(x)     y¡(y) - 7<(y)J

is uniformly bounded in T3i. This is majorized by |X|f(x— y) exp (— |X|-y

•(x—y) sin 5), where

d^/ yi(x)Pu(x,yy

|3x'
f = max

/ yj(x)Pij(x, y)\ I

;\7;(*) - 7d»/l

When x = y, this is 0, while for a fixed pair (x, y) with x>y, its maximum as

a function of |X| is f/ey sin ô. As for w, it is obvious from (3.6) that p is

uniformly bounded in 132. Hence, by Lemma 3.12, w = p+\S * p is bounded

in T32 .

Theorem 3.16. In the expansion given by Theorem 2.6, if R' and h' are

bounded in 15i, then

k k
Wi(x, y, X) = [hi(y, y) — g,(y, y)]e,(x, y)

, ^ <Pa(y, y)7,(y) r ,
+ 2-, —ri-rr va*, y) - «•(*. y)J + w (*, y, x)/x,

m< 7»(y) - 7i(y)

where w' is bounded in 131. If R' (not just R') and h' are bounded in 132 ,

then w is bounded in 132'.

Proof. Referring to the proof of Theorem 3.9, we have seen that c/>„- and

b" are of class C1 and that for each X in Z, d and D are continuous. Also d

and D are bounded. Hence by Lemma 3.10, \flD(x, t, y, \)e(t, y)dt is bounded

in 'S/. By Lemmas 3.13 and 3.15
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i»i(x, y, X) = bi(y, y)e¿ (*, y)

+ Z — 7T—j—TT bn(y)ej(x, y) - yi(y)ei(x, y)]
*»■ y,(y) - yi(y)

+ va' (x, y, X)/X,

where w' is bounded in T5i. But by (2.9) and (2.13),

My, y) = My, y) - gi(y, y) - Z *<»(y. y).

since 0«(ic, y) =0by (2.18f). As for w, it is obvious that dis bounded inland

since R' is bounded in T5í, D is uniformly bounded. Hence by Lemma 3.10,

M*, y)~\f D(*' «. y. x)«(í, y)dt\

i     r *
=   Z I    Dim(x, t, y, \)em(t, y)ei(t, y)~lei(x, t)~ldt ^ const./ | X |

I    m.   J y

in 152. Applying Lemmas 3.14 and 3.15 we find that w is bounded in 152'.

Let us examine the content of the previous theorem. Theorem 3.16 tells

us that

fc-l k

v(x, y, X) = Z >rV*(x, y)e(x, y) + Z X~V(*. y) + X-*w(x, y, X),
t'=0 t—i

where w is giyen by (3.8). Now for X in Z{ the F* terms are of significance

only in the neighborhood of points for which x = y. Indeed for a fixed point

(x, y) in T with x>y, \k+1F'(x, y)e(x, y) and \k+1w(x, y, X) are uniformly

bounded in Zi. Hence we may write

k

v(x, y, X) = Z X-V(*. y) + r\x, y, \)/\k+l
»-i

where the remainder rl is bounded in Zi. Similarly for a fixed point (x, y) in

T with x>y we have

k~l

»(*, y- X) = ZX^P'i*, y)e(x, y) + r2(x, y, \)ei(x, y)/X*
i'=0

where r2 is bounded in Z'. This shift of dominance as X crosses from Zi to Zi

is closely analogous to Stokes' phenomenon in the theory of differential equa-

tions [3, p. 554]. But the bounds on r1 and r2 depend on (x, y) and in general

become infinite as (x, y) approaches the line x = y. Hence in order to have a

remainder which is uniformly bounded in I3i and in T32, we must take into

account the A* in the first expansion and the g' in the second expansion.
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However, we need only keep the part of the F* which represents their be-

havior in the neighborhood of x = y well enough for our purposes. For example,

if we expand F° in the Taylor series

F°(x, y) = F°(y, y) + DiF°(y, y)(x - y) + ■ ■ ■

+ DiF°(y, y)(x - y)"/k\ + Q(x, y),

then | Qa(x, y)\ ^r?(x—y)*+1 in T, where r/ is a constant. Hence by an argu-

ment analogous to the one used in Lemma 3.16, \k+]Q(x, y)e(x, y) is uniformly

bounded in T5i, and Q may be absorbed into w'. In the same way we may

replace F'(x, y) by the first k + l—i terms in its Taylor expansion aboutx = y.

For the second expansion we may replace g* by the first k—i terms in its

Taylor expansion about x = y.

Finally we note that Theorems 3.11 and 3.16 provided asymptotic ex-

pansions for the solutions of (2.1), since u(x, y, \) = C(x)v(x, y, X).

4. Special cases and the resolvent kernel. In this section we shall con-

sider cases in which certain terms of the asymptotic series for the solution of

(2.3) vanish. Of special interest is the case in which h is such that the solu-

tion is a column of the resolvent of R.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose that ä(x, y, X)=&°(x, y). Let p be a non-negative

integer less than k. Then in the expansion (2.7), F°= ■ ■ ■ =FP = 0 if and only

¿/Ä°(y,y)=-AA°(y,y) = ■ • • =W(y, y) =0.

Proof. If h\(y, y)m0, then F%iy, y)=0 by (2.23). Hence by (2.21),
F{J(x, y)=;0. Also the nondiagonal elements of F° are already identically 0.

By (2.24)

f  R°ix, t)gHt, y)dt + h\x, y) = 0.
J y

Hence

Dih\x, y) = - #>(*, x)g1(x, y) + f   DxR*(x, i)gl(t, y)dt,

and therefore 0=D1h°iy, y)=R°iy, y)gyiy, y)- Since R°iy, y) is nonsingular,

it follows that g'-iy, y) — 0. In the same way one sees that D\gliy, y) = 0 for

ISi^p — l. Let c be a positive integer less than p, and suppose that for

l&j&r we have F»'_1(x, y)=0 and g'(y, y)=Ag'(y, y) = ■ • • =T>i~!g'(y, y)

= 0. By (2.25), F*(x, y)R°(x, x)-R°(x, x)FT(x, y) =0. Hence the nondiagonal

elements of FT are identically 0. Also by (2.26) and (2.27), F¡t satisfies a

homogeneous first order linear differential equation. But by (2.29) and the

induction hypothesis 0=gj(y, y) = FTu(y, y). Hence the diagonal elements of

Fr also vanish identically. Finally by (2.30)
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r-f-l    /» x

gr(x, y) = Z I    Rr+1-"(x, t)g»(t, y)dt.
p-oJ y

If we differentiate p — r times we find that gr+1(y, y)ssDigr+l(y, y)= ■ ■ •

=Dl~T~1gT+l(y, y). This completes our induction proof of the first part of our

statement.

Now suppose F°= • • • = FP = 0. Then by (2.18c) we have

- *•(*, y) =  f   R»(x, t)g\t, y)dt,
J y

g\x, y)=  f   R°(x, t)g2(t, y)dt + f   R\x, t)g\t, y)dt,
J y J  y

J

/► X /* XR«(x, t)gp+\t, y)dt -|-+ I    Rp(x, t)g*(t, y)dt.
y J y

Hence h°(y, y)=g1(y, y)= ■ • ■ =gp(y, y)=0. If we differentiate the first p

equations we find that Dih°(y, y)=Dig1(y, y) = ■ • • = Digp~l(y, y)=0. Con-

tinuing in this way we arrive at our result.

In the general case where the A« are not identically 0 for q 2; 1, the condition

thatA°= • • ■ = FP = 0 becomes g'(y,y)=h'(y, y),j = 0, • ■ ■ , p. This leads to

a complicated condition on the values of the ft« and their derivatives at x = y.

We now turn our attention to the g's. The case in which g1 is identically 0

turns out to be equivalent to the case in which the solution of (2.3) is a column

of the resolvent of R.

Theorem 4.2. In the expansion (2.7), gl = 0 if and only if h°(x, y)

= R°(x, y)b(y) for some vector b depending on y alone.

Proof. By (2.24), g! = 0 if and only if

*•(*, y) = R°(x, y)F°(y, y)R9(y, y)~le(y, y).

Hence if gx = 0, ft0 must have the form indicated. Conversely if ft°(x, y)

= Rt(x, y)b(y), then b(y)=R°(y, y)-1ft°(y, y). Hence

*•(*, y) = R°(x, y)R°(y, y)-1ft°(y, y) = R°(x, y)R°(y, y)~1P°(y, y)e(y, y)

by (2.22), and the right side is equal to R°(x, y)F°(y, y)R°(y, y)"le(y, y) since

diagonal matrices commute.

Definition 4.3. Let ep be the vector whose ¿th component is biP.

If we set h = Rep, then ft becomes the £th column of R. In this case the

solution of (2.3) will be the pth column of the resolvent of A (see §1). Thus

Theorem 2.6 furnishes an asymptotic expansion for each column of the

resolvent. By Theorem 4.2, in each of these expansions g1;=0. A natural
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question then is the nature of kernels R which are such that g2 = 0 in the

expansion for each of the columns of the resolvent. This is answered by:

Theorem 4.4. In the expansions for the columns of the resolvent S of R

all the gvs are identically 0, and all the g2's are identically 0 if and only if

R°ix, y) has the form A(x)B(y).

Proof. In (2.7) we set hi = Riep. Then g1 = 0 and the equation for g2 be-

comes

0=f   R°(x, t)g2(t, y)dt + W(x, y)
(4.1)

+ [D(R°:F°)(x, y, y) - R^x, y)Fa(y, y)

- R°(x, y)F1(y, y)]R°(y, yY^y, y).

By (2.22) we have

R}(x, y)F°(y, y)R°(y, yYMy, y)

= R>(x, y)R«(y, y)~W(y, y) = R^x, y)e* = h^x, y)

since the diagonal matrices F°(y, y) and R°(y, y)-1 commute. Also by (2.18a)

FKy, y) = [-D(R":F°)(y, y, y) + R^y, y)F«(y, y) + R"(y, y)F1(y, y)]R°(y, y)"1.

Hence if we multiply each side on the right by e(y, y) and use (2.18b) and

(4.2) we obtain

hKy, y) = [-D(R°:F°)(y, y, y) + R°(y, y)F1iy, y)]R°(y, y)-'e(y, y) + h\y, y).

Thus

R»(x, y)F1(y, y)R°(y, yY^y, y)

= R°(x, y)Ra(y, y)-1D(R°:F'>)(y, y, y)R\y, y)~le(y, y)-

Now (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3) show that g2 = 0 in the expansion for the pth

column of S if and only if

[D(R°:F°)(x, y, y)

- R°(x, y)R»(y, y)-1Z?(7?»:F»)(y, y, y)]R°(y, y)"1e(y, y) = 0.

By definition

D(R°:F»)(x, y, y) = — [i?°(x, t)F°(t, y)R"(t, t)-1]^
dt

= R°(x, y) - [F°(t, y)R°(t, t)'1]^
dt

+ D2R0(x, y)F\y, y)Ra(y, y)~K
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Hence

D(R°:F°)(y, y, y) = A»(y, y)- [F<>(t, y)R<>(t, i)-']«-«
at

+ D2R°(y, y)F\y, y)R°(y, y)~K

Thus the bracketed expression in (4.4) reduces to

[D*R?(x, y) - R°(x, y)R»(y, y)-lD2R\y, y)]F°(y, y)R°(y, y)~».

Therefore our condition becomes

[D2R°(x, y) - R°(x, y)R\y, y)-lD2R°(y, y)]R°(y, y)-xe" = 0.

Since A°(y, y)_1 is nonsingular, this holds for p = l, • • • , n if and only if

(4.5) D2R0(x, y) = Ra(x, y)R°(y, y)-lD2R«(y, y).

Our proof will now be complete if we appl}' the following lemma.

Lemma 4.5. Let F be a function matrix of class C1 on T and suppose F(y, y)

is nonsingular. A necessary and sufficient condition that F(x, y) be expressible

in the form A(x)B(y) is that D2F(x, y) =F(x, y)F(y, y)~1D2F(y, y).

Proof. If F(x, y)=A(x)B(y), then A and B are nonsingular and it is

easily seen that the condition is satisfied. Conversely, if D2F(x, y)

= F(x, y)C(y), then F satisfies the system

- Y(y) = Y(y)C(y)
ay

with initial conditions Y(x) = F(x, x). Now let Fi(y) be a particular solution

of this system with Fi(a) nonsingular. Then by a classical theorem Yi(y)

is nonsingular in I. Hence for each x in i", F(x, y) = F(x, x) Yi(x)~x Yi(y) for

a^y^x by the uniqueness theorem.

Theorem 4.6. If R(x, y, X) = R"(x, y) =A(x)B(y), then in the expansion for

the columns of S all the g's are identically 0.

Proof. In this case Z>2A°(x, y)=R°(x, y)Cl(y), and hence D'2R°(x, y)

= R°(x, y)C"(y). Now

D(R°:F'-)(x, y, y) = Z?2A°(*, y)F'(y, y)R°(y, y)">

+ R°(x, y)^-[F'(t, y)R\t,t)~^y.
dt

By (4.5) the right side has the form R°(x, y)Pl'(y), and similarly

Di(R°:F'')(x, y, y) = R°(x, y)Pi'(y)-
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Hence

(4.6) £><(£»:F')(x, y, y) = R9(x, y)R°(y, y)-1i><(^0:F')(y, y, y).

Now suppose all the g2's, • • • , gr's are identically 0, r^2. Then by (2.18c)

the gr+1 for the pth column of S is identically 0 if and only if

(4.7) ¿ (- l)-«D-»(7?»:F«)(x, y, y)R°(y, y^Hy, y) = 0,
8=0

since in our case h" = 0 for g>0. Now by (2.18a) we have

F'(y, y) = É (- 1)'-D'->(R°:F>)(y, y, y)R«(y, y)~\
s-0

Hence by (2.18b)

r

E (- 1)'-'£'-'(7î°:F«)(y, y, y)Ra(y, yYHy, y) = 0.
«=0

Therefore

F'(y, y)R°(y, yY^y, y)
r-l

= - R°(y, y)-1^ (- iy-<D'-°(R°:F')(y, y, y)R"(y, y)~My, y).
»=o

Substituting this in the s = r term of (4.7) we obtain

0 = [ E (- 1)'-7J—(7?°:F«)(x, y, y)
L «_o

- R°(x, y)R«(y, y)-1^ (- l)r-Z>'-«(.R°:F«)(y, y, y) \R°(y, y^Wy, y).
*=0 J

But the expression in brackets vanishes because of (4.6). The case r — 2 has

been covered in Theorem 4.4.

In the general case the situation is described in the next theorem. The

proof is long and will be omitted.

Theorem 4.7. In the expansion for the columns of S, all the g2's, • ■ • , gT's

are identically 0 if and only if there exist matrices A0, ■ ■ • ,Ar~2,B°, • • • , Br~2

such that

R°(x, y) = .4°(x)73°(y),

Rr(x, y) = A^BKy) + A1(x)B\y),

RT~2(x, y) = A\x)B'~2(y) + ■ ■ ■ + A'~2(x)B°(y).
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As an illustration of Theorems 4.4 and 4.6, consider the case in which

R(x, y, X) = R°(x, y) = (J   X~y)

and T does not contain the origin. It is easily seen that R'(x, y)~1DiR"(x, y)

depends on y alone, and hence R°(x, y) is expressible in the form A(x)B(y).

For example we may choose

"<*>-(* 0'    'W"G-))-
In this case S is easily found by solving the second equation of the system first.

S(x, y, X) =
gX(i-V)

0

/.
gXiz-MgXC2-»2)/^

The asymptotic expansion of Si2(x, y, X) consists of a sum of two series, one

multiplied by exp (\(x— y)) and the other by exp (\(x2 — y2)/2). Note that

when R(x, y, X) = A (x)B(y), it is by no means always possible to obtain simple

explicit expressions for S(x, y, X) (except when n = l).

The solution u of (2.1) has the asymptotic expansion

k-l

«(*. y- X) = Z \~iC(x)Fi(x, y)e(x, y)

+ Z X-<C(af)g'(*. y) + \~kC(x)w(x, y, X).
¿-i

Now h(x, y, X) = C(x)~lf(x, y, X) and R(x, y, X) = C(x)~1K(x, y, \)C(y). Hence

in the statements of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, we may replace ft and R by/and

A. As for the other theorems in this section, let Q be the resolvent of A. It is

easily seen from the relations Q — K=\K*Q, S — R=\R*S, that S(x, y, X)
= C(x)~1Q(x, y, X)C(y). Hence the g2's for all the columns of Q are identically

0 if and only if the g2's for all the columns of S are identically 0. Also

Ro(x, y)=A(x)B(y) if and only if K°(x, y) =C(x)A(x)B(y)C(y)-\ Hence in

Theorems 4.4 and 4.6 we need only replace S and R by Q and A. The same

applies to the statement of Theorem 4.7.

5. An application. The results of the previous sections may be applied

to give the asymptotic behavior of solutions to integro-differential equations

of the form

0<"-»(*, X) + \ai(x, \)6<-»-2>(x, X) + • • • + X^an-iK X)0(*. X)

(5.1) + X" f   V(x, t, \)e(t, \)dt = \"<t>(x, X).
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where dw(x, X) =dk/dxkd(x, X), and the given functions have asymptotic de-

velopments of the form

<Xi(x, X)   =  Oti(x)  + CLi(x)/\ +   ■  ■  ■   ,

p(x, X) = p\x) + p\x)/X + • • ■ ,

T(x, y, X) = r°(x, y) + T(x, y)/\ + ■ ■ • .

If we set

(5.2) Ui(x, X) = X-ie<i~1>(x, X), i = I, ■ ■ ■ , n,

then for 1 ¿i^n — 1, we have

(5.3) Ui(x, X) = X f   ui+i(t, \)dt + X-«<*-"(«, X),
of a

and by (5.1)

un(x, X) + «i(x, X)w„_i(x, X) + • • • + an-i(x, X)«i(x, X)

+ X I     T(x, t, \)u(t, \)dt = p(x, X).
of a

Using (5.3) we have

/» X fo X
ai(x, \)un(t, \)dt + ■ ■ ■ + X I     a„_i(x, X)«2(*. \)dt

a of a

(5.4) r*
+ X I    r(x, t, \)ui(t, X)dt

= <6(x, X) - <*„_t(x, X)fl(a, X)/X - ■ • ■ - ai(x, X)e<"-2)(a, X)/X"-x.

Equations (5.3) and (5.4) form a system of integral equations with kernel

matrix

K(x, y, X) =

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0 0 0 ••• 1

— r(x, y, X)     — a„-i(x, X)     — a„_2(x, X)   • • -    — c*i(x, X)   ,

The characteristic equation for K°(x, x) is

n n—1    0 0 0

p   + p     ai(x) + ■ ■ ■ + pan_i(x) + T (x, x) = 0.

If the roots of this equation are distinct and dii.'erent from 0 for all x in 7
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we may apply our theory to this system.

Consider the single equation

(5.5) e(x) = u f T(x, t)6(t)dt + pd>(x).

As u—>», (5.5) reduces to an integral equation of the first kind

(5.6) f   T(x, t)B(t)dt + 4>(x) = 0.
J a

As an application of our theory we shall investigate the convergence of the

solution of (5.5) to the solution of (5.6). Peres [4, pp. 26-30] has shown that

if T and <p are real-valued and of class C2, and if Y(x, x) is positive in I, then

the solution of (5.5) approaches the solution of (5.6) asju—><» along the nega-

tive real axis (provided that <p(a) =0, so that (5.6) has a solution).

We suppose that Y is real-valued and is of order n. That is, there exists

an integer w^l such that DÎ~1Y(x, x)y¿0 in I and D[Y(x, x)==0 for 0¿p

<n — l. By adjusting the sign of u we may suppose that A(x) =Lil~1Y(x, x)

is positive in I. In order that (5.6) have a solution, we assume that

<p(a)= ■ • ■ =0<"-1>(a)=O.

Now (5.5) is equivalent to the integro-differential equation

(5.7) e(n~1\x) = m f   dT^x, t)6(t)dt + u<t>(n^\x)

with initial conditions 6(a) =6a)(ct) = ■ ■ ■ =6in~2)(a) =0. If we make the

substitution (5.2) where X"=ju we find that (5.7) is equivalent to the system

u(x) = X j    K(x, t)u(t)dt + f(x),

where

(5.8)

and

(5.9)

K(x, y)

0

0

1

0

0-01

1 • • • 0

[Dl \(x, y)      0 0 • • • 0

/.(*) = Ôin<t>^»(x).

By hypothesis/(a) = 0. The characteristic equation for A(x, x) is p" — A(x) = 0.

If 7i(x), • • • , yn(x) is a certain ordering of the roots, then under the substi-

tution described in §2, we obtain the equation
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v(x)=x r R(x, t)v(t)dt + h(x).

In the expansion given by Theorem 2.1 we shall drop the letter indicat-

ing the dependence of the coefficients on the lower limit of integration. Now

h(a) = COc*)-1/^) =0. Hence by Theorem 4.1, F°(x) = 0. By (2.24) the equa-

tion for g1 is

0=|    R(x, t)gl(t)dt + h(x).
o> a

If we multiply through on the right by C(x) we obtain

ÇXK(x, t)[C(t)gKt)]dt + f(x) =0.
of a

Using (5.8) and (5.9) we find that all the components of C(x)g1(x) are 0 ex-

cept for the first. If we denote the first component of C(x)g1(x) by £(x), we

have

(5.10) f "dT1V(x, tm)dt + pn~X\x) = 0.
of a

Now (5.10) shows that £ is the solution of (5.6).

If p^(a) =0, then *<»(«) =0 and hence, by Theorem 4.1, F1(x) = 0. Con-

versely if pM(a) ¿¿0, not all the elements in the first row of C(a)F1(a) are 0.

Indeed their sum is [C(a)F1(a)e(a)]i= - [CWg^a)]^ -£(a) by (2.18b),

and from (5.10), -i-(a)=<p™(a)/A(a).

Now suppose T and p are of class Cn+3, Applying Theorem 3.10 with k = 3,

we have

u(x) = C(x)F1(x)e(x)/X + C(x)g1(x)/\ + r(x, X)/X2,

where r(x, X) =g2(x)+g3(x)/X+F2(x)e(x)+w(x, X)/X is bounded in T5i, and

f is bounded in 152. If we multiply by X and equate first components, we have

0(x) = \ui(x) = E [C(«)Fi(«) ]„«,■(*) + {(*) + ri(x, X)/X.

Thus if c^)(n) (a) = 0, F1(a) = 0 and 6(x) approaches £(x) uniformly in I as X—> «j

in Zi, and the same will be true if X—->«> in Z2 in such a way that îv(X7i(x))

remains bounded above. If <6(n>(a) ¿¿0, 6(x) does not approach £(x) as X—>oo

in Z\, but it does for X in Zi, and the convergence will be uniform in any

interval of the form a + n^x^ß, where rj is a small positive constant.

Also lim sup 16(x) \ = + <x> as X—* °o in Z2 in such a way that t\.(X7i(x))—»■+ °° •

Now for w = l, the Zi region is the closed left half-plane, the Z{ region is

the sector | w — arg p| ^rr/2 — h, and the Z2 region is the closed right half-plane.
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Hence if <j>w(a)=0, 0(x)—*£(x) uniformly in / as u—>» in such a way that

Ty(ju) remains bounded above. If <£(1)(a);¿0, then 6(x)—*i;(x) uniformly in

a+n^x^ß as ^—»oo in the sector |x — arg /ni ¿ir/2 — S. This last statement

can also be proved by using Theorem 3.14 if Y and <f> are only of class Ca.

For « > 1 we need only consider the Z regions lying in the sector 0 ^arg X

=^2ir/n since the solution of.(5.5) is single-valued in u.

For m = 2, the Z region corresponding to the choice 7i(x)= +(A(x))1/2 is

the closed left half-plane and it is a Z2 region as well. Also the Z region cor-

responding to the choice 7i(x) = — (A(x))1/2 is the closed right half-plane and

it is a Zi region as well. The Zi region in each case is the imaginary axis.

Hence if <£<2)(«) =0, 6(x) approaches ¿(x) uniformly in / as X—>°o in such a

way that | ^(X) j remains bounded, that is, as /¿—>°o in such a way that

I'RXm1'2)! remains bounded. If cpa)(a)9£0, then lim sup |0(x)| = °° asX—»<» in

such a way that <r\(X)—► ± °o.

Finally for ra^3 the sectors Ogarg X^tt/w, 7r/w^arg X^2tt/w are Z

regions and Z2 regions as well. In each of these sectors

Ixl
*1(Xti(*))   = max %.(Xyi(x)) ^-(A(x))1'".

ISign 2

Hence 5l(X7i(x))—>+ °° as X—» °°. Thus if Y and <p are differentiable infinitely

often, the only possibility for lim sup |0(x)| to remain finite as a—><» is for

all derivatives of <¡> to be 0 at x = a.
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